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β β β β decay in the interacting 
boson-fermion model

4.



OBJECTIVES

To test the nuclear model by analyzing experimental
data

Wave functions (two odd-even and one even-even
nucleus are involved)

Transition operators

To provide reliable information for astrophysical
applications



The process is very sensitive to configuration mixing both in the 
initial and final states. A detailed knowledge of the wavefunctions
is required. Beta decay properties can be calculated by using:

Shell model (in light nuclei and in medium-mass and heavy 
nuclei in the neighborhood of doubly magic nuclei)

Other models for medium-mass and heavy nuclei.

Example: Simple pairing theory

Overestimates the Gamow-Teller strengths by a large factor
(up to a factor 70 !!!!!)

How to account for the large hindrance:

Nuclear deformation
Mixing with 2p-2h states
Mesonic degrees of freedom



In the IBFM there is NO quenching factor (once the wave functions have 
been calculated, the calculation of beta decay properties is parameter free),

or the quenching factor is SMALL.



PROCEDURE

IBM2 calculations of the 
structure of even-even core nuclei:

Energy levels and wave functions 

Electromagnetic properties 
(electric quadrupole and magnetic 
dipole moments, B(E2) and B(M1) 
values, branching ratios).

IBFM2 calculations of the  
structure of odd-even       

parent and daughter nuclei:

Energy levels and wave functions 

Electromagnetic properties 
(electric quadrupole and magnetic 
dipole moments, B(E2) and B(M1) 
values, branching ratios).

Wave functions Wave functions

Beta decay calculations:

Matrix elements, logft values



Cs                Xe

A =  125,  127,  129

Soft nuclei close to the O(6) limit            complex wave functions 

Sensitive test of the model

IBFM2 Hamiltonian

IBM2 Hamiltonian  (core nuclei) :



Hamiltonian of the odd fermion

BCS

Interaction between bosons and the odd fermion :



Orbital dependence 
of the interaction strengths

Electromagnetic transition operators

uj and  vj

from   BCS

uj and  vj

from   BCS



Cs isotopes
(odd proton)

Positive
parity
levels



Xe isotopes
(odd neutron)

Positive
parity
levels













Rh Pd

Positive
parity
levels

A  =  105,  107,  109

U(5)         O(6)    nuclei

j – 1
anomaly !!!! 

on g9/2



Positive
parity
levels





As                Ge

A  =   69,  71,  73

outside the boson space

Consequences ????? 



Negative
parity
levels



The exclusion of 
intruder components
does not influence 

strongly the theoretical
values of static moments

and branching ratios





Systematic effect :
For most decays

the calculated values
are smaller than the
experimental values



a)   Wave functions  ?

Accurate test of wave functions

b)  Transfer operators  ?

Normalization factors  ?

Additional terms ?

Normalization factors  + Additional terms ?



Overall normalization factor  N ?

Normalization factor   γγγγ

a) Parameter
b) Microscopic

Additional term(s)

or

or
……



Normalization factor   γγγγ and the term

58Ni ( d, 3He ) 57Co  reaction

Sums of spectroscopic strengths

E   experiment    S  shell model     P  IBFM1 



Normalization factor   γγγγ and the term

62Ni ( d, 3He ) 61Co  reaction

Sums of spectroscopic strengths

E   experiment    S  shell model     P  IBFM1 



The effect of the
additional term

is small



CONCLUSIONS


